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City filled with empty lots

Volume 101. Issue 90
WWWBGNEWSCOM

University
faculty begins
use of BG1 card

BG doesn't meet demographic requirements for many food chains

The card will replace
bursar charges and

By KriiUn Schwaiti.r
Reporter

begin student use
this summer | Page J

Backpacking
trips abound
get a new twist

Anyone who is a frequent traveler on East VVooster street
has probably noticed. the
large vacant building in the
Greenwood Center plaza.
The center, located close to

Interstate 75, is home to many
fully operational businesses as
well, such as State of Ohio BMV,
Wood Co. Title and Legend's
State Liquor Store.
However, the building, which
used to be home to Chi Chi's
Mexican restaurant, has sat
vacant since 2004.

Businesses come and go for
different reasons.
"Things are cyclical," said
Earlene Kilpatrick, the director
of Main Street Bowling Green.
Main Street Bowling Green a
organization that focuses on
the development of downtown
BG.

"There's always reasons for
a business leaving and its not
necessarily failure or poor economics. They may have wanted to simply retire," Kilpatrick
said.
However, this was not the
case with Chi Chi's. In 2004, Chi
Chi's restaurants everywhere

closed their doors after foodborne illness was traced back
to green onions in a Chi Chi's
restaurant. The company lost
millions of dollars in lawsuits
and was forced out of business.
The empty building however
See EMPTY | Page 10

Students traveling
cross-country are
finding new ways of
journeying | Page 5

PARENTS

AP reports
on rebuilding
after Katrina

STUDENTS

HOME

■■I

Campaigns
get a
jumpstart

Sixteen months later
By K.-lly Day
Senior Reporter

many are left undecided about what to do
with homes | Page 5
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Gymnastics
wins second
straight away
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The team won their
second MAC meet in
a row over Northern
Illinois Sunday | Page 7

Falcon
swimming falls
to Miami

Danger of Directory
Private information may not be so secure

The last dual meet of
By Samantha Johnston*
Reporter

the regular season,
ends in a loss as the

"1 was getting really strange e-mails
from somebody and they wouldn't tell
me who they were," Becky Righi, junior,
said. "I know they had to have gotten
my e-mail address from the BG Web site
because my Facebook account information is private, so only my friends
can see it."
The BG online Directory Search
automatically contains every student's
phone number, e-mail, and delivery
address. The directory is not protected through the web portal and
can be accessed directly through the
University's home page.
Colleen Neuman, sophomore, said
she has never used the directory before
and it makes her nervous that BG isn't

team pushes on | Page 7

Women's track
team performs
well in Findlay
The team gave gold
medal performances
at the Findlay Indoor
Classic | Page 7

Scientists in
Paris to report
on evironment

protecting her from the people that are
using it.
"I think it should be required that the
office of registration gives us the option
up front of declining being put into the
registration if we're not being protected
through the web portal," Neuman said.
Righi said she had never really thought
about it until she started getting the weird
e-mails and feels some sort of protection
is necessary.
"I don't think it's bad that my e-mail
address is on blackboard because my
professors and people from my class can
get it," Righi said, "but that is a secured
place for personal information."
The Directory Search automatically includes the information
depending on a student's status.
See SECURITY! Page 2

An authontative report
on climate change is to
be released Friday
| PageS

Iraqi troops
target religious
cult, killing 200
In a weekend battle.
U.S.-backed Iraqi
troops attack "Soldiers
of Heaven" | Page S

I

Does the media do a
poor job of covering
religion?

New barbershop
chops hair, prices
By Freddy Hunt
Reporter

"W

ERICTOPP,
Senior. Computer Science
and Actuarial Science
"I didn't even
know they covered
religion." | Page 4
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TODAY
Snow Showers
High: 23, Low. 13

B

I

s&
TOMORROW
Partly Cloudy, Windy

A new barbershop is cutting
hair along with prices, offering students the cheapest cuts
in town.
Falcuts
owner
and
Bowling Green alumni, Craig
Riedeman, said he used to live
right down the street from the
store and always thought it
was a great spot because it was
right on Wooster and so close
to campus.
"When I went to school here
it was a Greek restaurant and
they served gyros and other
Greek stuff and it was always
pretty busy," Riedeman said.
"I thought man this is a great
corner."
Riedeman told his longtime barber and friend, Ryan
Bowen about the stores great
location years ago and this
past year finally decided to

FALCUTS
CROPSTATS
Below is a list of prices and
specials offered by Falcuts
Falcuts
■ $12 Haircuts
■ $10 for students and
senior citizens
■ Located on E. Wooster
Street across from Kohl
Hall

open a shop.
Christie Wagner, Falcuts
barber, said location and the
experience of the barbers will
set Falcuts apart from other
popular hair salons.
"We have some years of
experience under our belt,"
Wagner said. "Some of the
places people are going to, like
See FALCUTS | Page 10

Horse lovers create
equestrian team
By Amanda Gilk.
Reporter

To horse lover Charissa
Kumamoto, BG is a great
school, but three years ago she
felt it was missing something.
So in the spring of 2004 she,
Brenda Wilson, Joy Harris and
Katie Nixon started an equestrian team of their own. The
University had a team back
in the late 1930s but it disappeared from campus for
unknown reasons.
Since its reincarnation,
the team now has 13 young
women. Even though the team
can choose to ride English or
Western, together they make
up one organization.
The English team is coached
by Krissy Fox, who owns and
runs her own program; and
the Western team, is currently
in search of a new coach.
The main difference
between the two categories is
the style of riding. The English

TEAM STATS
Officers for the BG
equestrian team
■ Charissa KumamotoPresident
■ Brenda Wilson - Vice
President
■ English - Walk/Trot
■ Kristi Hafer - Treasurer
■ English - Beginning
Walk/Trot/Canter
■ Joy Harris - English
Captain
■ Novice Flat/Over
Fences
■ Katie Nixon - Western
Captain
Team meets every Monday at
9 p.m. in Olscamp

style is more equipped for
jumping and has a Ikit saddle.
English Captain Joy Harris

Campaign
posters
for
Undergraduate
Student
Government positions could be
seen scattered across campus
much earlier this year.
At last night's USG meeting, Senators were given the go
ahead to start their campaigns,
while last year's election runners had only two weeks prior
to the election.
Emergency
legislation
was presented by Chief
tony Wagener
wager!
Administratorr Tony
andAt-Large
Senator
Ioh n n i e
Lewis
regarding
the issue.
The legisIat io n
requires the Johnnie
Procedure Lewis
and Appeals
Boardtosub- USG
mitaserit'sof At-Large
rules regard- Senator,
ing elections sophomore
each year. It
was passed
unanimously by the senate.
Wagener discussed the rules
set for thiscalendar year, including one rule that permits the
campaigning process to start at
the beginning of the semester
in which the election is held.
At-Large Senator Patrick
Dehnhart expressed concern
that the campaigning process
might take the focus away from
the organization.
But to Wagener. it is better
to have all campaigning efforts
out in the open. He said in past
elections work has been done
before the official two weeks
started.
"There was a lot of shady
activity going on in some of the
election activity," he said.
At-Large Senator lason Snead
saw the extended campaigning
period as a chance to talk to students about important campus
issues.
"Campaigns offer a further
opportunity to create public
dialogue," he said.
One important issue discussed by the Senate at the
meeting was the University's
use of paper and plastic products.
With intentions of becoming
a more environmentally friendly and cost effective campus,
Lewis invited DART, a manufacturer of polystyrene products, to speak at the meeting.
Mike Martinez, regional
manager of DART, introduced
the senate to recycling possibilities for Polystyrene foam cups.
For around S300 per semester, DART can provide the
University with a foam compressor and recycling service.
Martinez said in 1995 there
were 88 Universities around the
country that utilized the service. Today, there are less than
a dozen.
Martinez credits the decrease
to the disinterest of society in
environmental issues.
Lewis, who sits on the Food

See HORSES | Page 2
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HORSES
From Page I

chose this style because she
loves to jump and enjoys the
style's technicality.
Here at BG, the girts who
ride English-style walk/trot
open fences with 3 feet to 3 feet
6 inches jumping. Conversely
the Westem-style is typical for
trail rides and has a horn on the
saddle and also has walk/trot
reining.
"Both types of riding have
completely different styles of
outfits," Kumamoto said.
Even though the girls do
not receive University credit,
the team is a collegiate sport
competing at the varsity level,
which means it is an extra curricular activity. The girls go
through an organization called
the Intercollegiate Horse Show
Association.
In the past, the University has
offered a one-hour credit course
for riding but due to low sign
ups the class was canceled for
this semester.
As for competing "This is the
team's second year in existence
but its first year competing; last
year was more of an organizational year for the team," said
vice president, Brenda Wilson.
The team competes with
many other schools in Ohio,
Michigan and Canada in IHSA
shows. So far, the young women
have competed at the University
of Michigan, Otterbein, Findlay
and Michigan State University.
They have placed in a number of their meets. Next year
the team plans to head down to
Ohio University to compete due
to their region recently splitting
ENOCH WU
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PRANK: Outside Olscamp Hall, the stalue becomes the victim of a prank alter a recent snowfall.

For each competition (he girts
do not use their own horses,
instead the host school provides
them. The hosting schools have
horses at their bams and right
before each class competes, the
rider picks a horse's name out
of a hat and that's the horse the
girl rides.
The oniy information provided to the rider is located on
a poster board, which describes
that horse's specific features
such as the use of crops and
spurs.
"After that, you basically get on
your horse and adjust your stirrups, and you're off," Kumamoto
said.
As for joining the team, there
currently are no try outs due to
the low number of riders.
"There are however, evaluations done by the coach to determine what level of competition
you are eligible for," Wilson
said.
Overall, the equestrian team
is a close-knit group of girls,
who all enjoy horses, getting to
know people and learning new
things.
"This year it isn't about what
place we've won like other
schools worry about. It's about
getting out there, showing people what we can do and having
fun," Kumamoto said.
For the future the girls hope
to receive more support from
the University. With the support
of better practice facilities and
resources, the girls will have the
chance to compete in regionals,
states and nationals.
Never the less, in joining the
team Wilson hopes to help bring
them to a point where it is a stable enough organization that is
able to continue for many years.

"This year it isn't about what place we've
won like other schools worry about. It's
about getting out there, showing people

Come Meet the Ladies of ...

what we can do and having fun."

FQtMd' Deltas

12:01 A.M.
Gregory Persons was cited for
underage alcohol consumption in
Dunbar.

7:59 A.M.
Complainant advised campus
grounds snow crew that it was slippery out.

3:23 P.M.
Both rear view mirrors were kicked
off the complainant's vehicle overnight in the metered lot on Thurstin
Avenue.
8:10 A.M.
Theft and damage to a semi truck
reported at a South Main Street gas
station on Friday sometime after
12 pm.
The driver side window had been
busted out, causing $400 in total
damage. A Cobra Harley Davidson
Edition CB Radio, valued at $400.
was reported stolen.
3:26 P.M.
North Grove Street resident called
to report her husbands ex-girlfriend
had flattened her car tire. Police are
investigating the case.

MONDAY
1:01 A.M.
Leroy Avenue resident reported
identity theft. She reported two
charges on a credit card, one for
$5345 and one for $55.80.
3:27 A.M.
Vehicle reported to have struck a
fire hydrant at Klotz and Napoleon
roads.

CITY
IEF

.
Man found dead in
street due to a fall, officials say
A man was found dead in an East
Court Street apartment Friday morning.

f HOUSES!^
May 2007 Leases
.201 Muiwiilc tlNLl
Ixllll. 2 lulh. A«:. Washer )
'IV<T.

usso.

. 824 5th St. 4 Mm, 2 bjth
< MHHI corui. $ I .OOO/mo.

Tuesday and Wednesday,
January 50-51
From 7-9 p.m.

August 2007 Leases
• 826 5lh St. 4 Mm, 2 bath
H.KHI cond, Sl.ooo/mo.
• 129 South College L*irirc,
I Mm. 1/2 bl.xk from
t jinniu, ,;. >, „l i, HI,In ion.
MMfan,

At the Kappa Pelta House,
Across from Mac Peach

IT

SUNDAY

Charissa Kumamoto I Team member

-CLOSE TO CAMPUS-

CHECK

BLOTTER

Call 419-352-9392
www.lroboM.-rentiiU.tom

FROBOSK RF.NTAI.S

OUT

523 N. ENTERPRISE:
4 bedroom / 2 bath house.
Close to campus.
$1450 per month plus utilities.

309 HIGH ST!
2 bedroom, unfurnished/
furnished apartments.
Small 8 unit complex. $475 per
month plus electric/gas.

Randall "Randy" Rensch. 46. was found
lying face down in his East Court Stteet

SECURITY
From

If the information is reported,
the local address and phone
number is provided for a student living off-campus. If not,
a permanent address and
home phone number will be
displayed.
Righi said it makes her even
more nervous to know her
parent's information can be
accessed through the directory.
"It freaks me out because it's
accessible to everybody in the
whole world," she said.
Sarah Shamblin, senior, has
similar feelings.
"I think it's kind of creepy
that people who don't go to
BG can still look up my or
my parent's phone number,"
Shamblin said. "I would probably get my information taken
off if 1 knew how."

Students do have the right
to withhold specific personal
information due to the Family
Educational Rights and
Privacy Act, according to the
Web site. In order to get your
phone number and address
taken off the directory, a student must complete a Request
to Withdrawal Directory
Information form and return
it to the Office of Registration
and Records.
If a student wants their
BGNet e-mail address taken
off the Web site, they must
contact the Technology
Support Center located In 110
Hayes Hall.
If an on-campus student
wants to correct inaccurate
information, they should contact Residence Life located
in 440 Saddlemire. An offcampus student must contact the office of Registration
and Records located at 110
Administration building.

433 N. ENTERPRISE:
3 bedroom / 1 bath house.
Nice Yard. $710 per month
plus utilities.

843 SIXTH ST:
2 bedroom / 2bath
unfurnished apartments.
Close to shuttle stop.
S440 plus utilities.

Management Inc.

apartment at around 10 that morning.
His family member called police and told
them she thought he was dead.
When Bowling Green poke officers
arrived on the scene, lire department officials told them the man was dead, police
teports say.
Officials believe Rensch probably died
on Tuesday.
There was blood on his face when he
was discovered but that isn't anything out
of the ordinary for this sort of incident,
said Lt. Tony Hetrick of the city police.
Rensch. who previously lived in North
Baltimore, worked in the human resources
department and as a salesman at Quest
Quality Control.
An autopsy by the Wood County
Coroner revealed the death was accidental Officials believe Rensch fell, causing
head trauma and eventually, his death
The toxicology report - which would
indicate if Rensch had consumed any
drugs or alcohol prior to his death - will
be released in three weeks

1045 IN. Main 7B
Bowling Green, Ohio
419-353-5800

Check out our Web Site for Specials and
Pictures of apartments
Renting for 2007-2008
www.meccabg.com

STUDENT
SPECIAL!

TIRE SALE
MECHANICAL I OIL CHANGE

On ANY JT^01'
medium 1-topping
valid 10 required
(419) 352-4500
1530 E. Wooster
j

-5

(Next to Sunoco*]

' -

■ ■■§

(S) Ti rPC
- ,,reS

Mechanical li with Tire Rotation*
Inch*— FKU InifKtkxi
Repair
»==i=s=-s-

WE WELCOME COMPANY CARS A NATIONAL ACCOUNTS

FREE SHUTTLE "<^j^^
■■van
TO A FROM
Chassis Lubs
BGSU CAMPUS
rats
rTMT»s,Ts1
•atom en

Open until 4am Everyday • Pick-up or Delivery

I

I

Find more coupons and details about NitroMax, visit www.thetireman.com
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BG1 card begins its transition
into use with the faculty
By Alexandria Clark
Senior Reporter

Out with the bursar charges
and in with the BGI card for
faculty starting this semester,
while the plan holds off for
students until the summer for
positive transition.
The University decided it was
time for a change after a report
from the Bursable Task Force
was issued between May and
October.
"Changing the old way to a
new way can be a very complex
issue, but since the University
already decided to make changes we aren't concerned with the
history of bursable charges but
how to make these changes,''
said Don Bell, project manager
of the Beyond Bursable Project.
Bell, along with the beyond
bursable implementation team,
is trying to make the transition
from bursar charges to using the
BG1 card starting with the faculty very smooth.
"So far there have been no
complaints from faculty at all,"
Bell said.
Faculty were made more aware
that the BG1 card was coming
into effect.
"We identified the top ten
places that faculty go to and
made sure that the places would
accept the BG1 card for payment," Bell said.
Some of the popular places
for faculty are the health center,
bookstore, recreational center,
ice arena, dining services and
Starbucks.
But the BGI card can't be used
on parking tickets or library
fines.
Bell said the advantages of the
BGI card over bursable charges
is that transactions are faster,
efficient, and secure; it identifies
the purchaser, and it provides a
record of pu rchases.
"1 remember talking to a
young lady in Greek affairs and
she said they had a list of students' POO numbers and some
were given to them wrong,"
said Bell. "That is hundreds and
thousands of dollars that they
won't ever get back."
The BGI card is like a bank

debit card, without the fees and
charges that a bank has.
Also faculty have an option of
overdraft protection.
"Faculty can set a limit, whether it maybe a 100 or 500 dollars, if
they go past the amount on their
card," Bell said.
So if a faculty member has
$500 dollars on their card, they
can set a limit of a SI.000 dollars.
"But by the end of the month, if
they don't pay that money back,
the amount owed will come out
of their pay check." Bell said.
Richard Hebein, chair of the
romance languages department,
said he already used the BGI
card to begin with.
"1 think it is easier to use the
BGI card than to bursar purchases because I don't have to
sign a slip anymore," Hebein
said.
He thinks that there will be no
complaints from the faculty, but
thinks there will be some issues
students will have to get used to.
Although the faculty has
adjusted to the new way, students won't be able to get used to
the new way until May 4.
The
Beyond Bursarable
Project team met with University
president Sidney Ribeau on
November 21 according to
Duane Whitmire, associate project manager beyond bursable
project.
Whitmire said president
Ribeau told the team to eliminate bursable charges as soon
as possible, but to hold off on the
students until the summer.
"President Ribeau wanted us
to identify the safe guards as
soon as possible so there will
be a positive and not negative
transition for the students,"
Whitmire said.
Bell said that to ensure a positive transition for students, the
University decided to wait until
the summer before the bursable
charges ended.
'The University decided to just
end bursable charges would be
unfair for students during the
academic year," Bell said. "To
many technicalities such as payment plans were already made
by students to buy necessary
items for school."

Students find a new way to
backpack across foreign nations
By Jay Clarke
MCT

ENOCH WU I THE BG NEWS
DONATE: Senior Paul Waller gets his blood drawn at the Red Cross blood drive in the
Union
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Naked high schooler
gets tazed in cafeteria

8 p.m.
Nine Planets and
Counting: multi-media
program

WESTERVILLE. Ohio (AP) - A
student ran naked into his high school
lunch room, screaming and flailing his

112 Physical Science Building

arms, until a police officer used a Taser

- Planetarium

twice to subdue him yesterday, police
in this Columbus suburb said

Tracy Ann l-olcy loves to travel,
and she does it the old-lashioneil
way—backpacking. But her travel
style — and those of other collegeage youths today — is definitely
cutting-edge.
Unlike the backpacking travelers of earlier generations, who
stuck mostly to Western Kurope.
Roley ranges far afield. She has
trekked through Eastern Europe,
Asia. Australia and New Zealand
— and so have many < >f her peers,
Visiting such nontraditionnl
destinations is a growing phenomenon among today's young
travelers. Yes, they still love the
old favorites - london, Paris,
Amsterdam and Home — but then
they reach beyond. They head for
liasteni 1-Airopc, especially Croatia,
say editorsal the popular Let's Go

student travel guidelxxiks. They
go to Africa and Asia, to South
America and Oceania. Thanks to
cheap fares, they're as likely to jet
around a continent as take the
train. Iliey book their trips online,
not through a travel agency, and
they keep in touch with home via
text messages, not postcards.

| TIPS FOR YOUR TRIP
PLANNING A BACKPACKING
TRIP: i I! ■
■
i"pen
denl travel ab'Odd, and their patents, can
get answers to most of their questions
on wrvwhoolsnallconi Many schools and
tour operatofs offer group travel within
the United States and abroad. For information and a list of lour operators, click
on www.svta.org
The bible of student travel is the Lets Go
series, published by students at Harvard
University. The guidebooks are available
in most bookstores Lonely Planet also
publishes guidebooks helpful to budget

9 p.m.

The 18-year-old student Taylor

College Democrats
Meeting
m BA

Killian. had rubbed his body with grapeseed oil to keep from being caught,
and got up after the first time he was
shocked to continue running toward a

9 p.m.
Vision (GLBT*) Weekly
Meeting

group of frightened students huddled
in a corner at Westerville North High
School. U. Jeff Gaylor said
"That prank went a little farther

107 Hannah Hall

than he intended. I guess." Gaylor said.
Killian was quiet and cooperative

CAMPBELL HILL APTS

9 -10 p.m.

with officers once he-got to the police
substance abuse or a medical

College Republicans
Meeting

problem. Gaylor said.

219 Olscamp

station, and there was no indication of
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4 + 5 Bedroom Townhouses
2 Full Baths, 2 Half Baths
A/C, Microwave, Dishwasher
S1650.""/ Mo + Utilities
(Limit 6)

\()t|

Bri/v> i/i tke New Tear witK

BUFF APARTMENTS

Alpha Omicron Pi/

4 Bedroom Apartments
2 Full Baths, A/C, DAV
1 Block from Campus
S1300."°/Mo + Utilities
(Limit 4)

Come meet the ladies
January 30-31

445 E. Wooster
Bowling Green, OH
43402
419.352.0717

PROM8-10PM

Hours:
Mon-Fri 9am-5pm
Saturday 9am-1pm

GREENBRIAR, INC.
Mill VIII Mill Mill Mill Mill Mill MIIIAOII Mill Mil I AOI1 AOI1

www.greenbtiarrentals.com

THE BIGGEST BACK TO SCHOOL

TER SALE

MORE Winter at Mad River Mountain
Winter is getting bigger at Mad River Mountain in Bellefontaine, Ohio.
The $2,500,000 Expansion is complete, come out and see what's new...

MORE Runs
2 NEW Intermediate Trails! These two NEW trails are the longest in Ohio.

MORE Snow Tubing
The Snow Tubing Park has been relocated, allowing for ten lanes, longer
runs and more tubes. Plus the NEW Timberline Tubing Lodge, where you can
meet up with friends, grab a snack or warm up by the fire.

MORE lifts
A NEW Triple Chair Lift, allowing access the new intermediate trails.
A NEW carpet lift at the new tubing park.

MORE Parks
A NEW terrain park at the site of the former tubing park.

MORE Snow
Mad River Mountain had added 32 NEW super polecat snow guns along with
2 NEW water pumps and a NEW snow cat for grooming.

MAD RIVER.
MOUNTAIN

www.SkiMadlliver.com

I

I

800-231-SNOW

Most Images Only $6, $7 and $8

OPINION
PEOPLE ON THE STREET

"You guys keep telling me to lighten up, be funny. I get a little funny
and now I'm being psychoanalyzed." -Hillary Clinton, after reporters
questioned her banter with audience members in Iowa, from Time.com
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Does the media do a poor job of covering religion?

"I don't really pay

"I don't think they

"I don't think it's so

"Since the media

much attention to

are."

much a poor job as

seems preoccupied

it is focusing on the

with the war in Iraq. I

Have yout own take on

wrong parts of it"

guess not"

today's People On The

TIMBAUGHMAN.
Sophomore,
Telecommunications

KATHERINE
GAUTHIER. Junior.
Biology

the news"

k

VISIT US AT
BGNEWS.COM

Street? Or a suggestion for
LUKE SOMMER,
Freshman. Computer
Science

KYLYNNE
CHAMBERS.
Sophomore. Marketing

Ohio residents deserve the
right to

I.ast November, Ohio voters
rejected the Learn and Barn
Casino Proposal, also known
as Issue 3, by a seven percent
margin. This proposal was an
attempt to amend the Ohio
Constitution, which has prohibited legalized gambling
since 1850. Issue3 staled that
some of t he revenue made
by these casinos would help
the children of our great state
receive a better and more
comfortable education.
I'm not stupid. I realize
that these promises made by
these businessmen may not
hold true. These promises
may turn out to be a shallow
attempt to get their way and
make their money, but this
is not the point. The point
is that the United States is a
free country and gambling
should be allowed. Everyone
should be able to spend their
hard-earned money as they
please. The government is
not the people's financial
advisors, and they should
keep their noses out of how
their citizens spend their
personal money. Long, hard
hours of work should give a
citizen of a free country the
right to spend their money on

whatever they please.
Some are worried that casinos will bring deviance with
their arrivals. These folks
think their cities will see an
increase of inebriation and
prostitution, lust because a
city sports one casino does
not mean that particular
city will ride down a slippery
slope towards becoming a
city of sin.
Some people like to get
together with their friends
and play cards with new faces.
People seek a kind of excitement that is fulfilled by competing wilh people they have
never seen before. I believe
this is caused by anticipation
and the curiosity of how talented they really are. Casinos
give people this kind of harmless fun.
What about the hundreds of
thousands of lives that gambling additions will destroy
because of these casinos?
This is the question that the
skeptics of this proposal are
constantly raising. It is not
the casino's fault that some
people cannot control how
they spend their money. This
assumption that casinos
cause addictions is unfair. It
is unfair to the recreational
gambler that the compulsive
gambler cannot control his
filthy habit.
These corporations may
be trying to make a profit off
their customers, but is that
not what every business in

U-VVIRE— If you are any type
of a news junkie, you are fully
aware of the long-standing
journalistic battle between
CNN and Fox News.
While the latter receives higher
ratings, it is in constant criticism from one faction of the
public for being anything but
fair and balanced, CNN prides
itself in its journalistic integrity and unbiased reporting
but gets knocked for being too
liberal.
The two have become philosophical opposites, and their
rivalry got juicer last week.
The conservative Web site
magazine Insight reported
Ian. 17 that when Sen. Barack
Obama was a child, he attended a madrassa in Indonesia, a
school that teaches a radical
version of the Muslim faith,
according to The New York
Times. The Insight article also
reported that the sources used
for the story had close lies to
the Hillary Clinton campaign.
Its headline was "Hillary's
team has questions about
Obama's Muslim background."
Obama. a Christian, denied
the allegations. Clinton
spokesman 1 loward Wolfson
told the New York Post that
they had no connection to
the story. Fox News, however,
jumped at the chance to discuss the political opponents

and Clinton's supposedly ruthless tactics to out her opponent
as having a personal connection to terrorism.
Two days after the story ran
on Insight, Fox News' "The Big
Story" and "Fox and Friends
First" focused entire segments
on the allegations.
But CNN called them out. It
was Wolf Blitzer to the rescue.
On "The Situation Room."
Blitzer reported on the myth
that Obama had gone to school
at a madrassa — and proved
that it was just a false rumor.
"TheSituation Room" started
the report by saying "CNN did
what any serious news organization is supposed to do in
this kind of situation. We actually conducted an exclusive
firsthand investigation inside
Indonesia to check out the
school." Simultaneously, CNN
questioned the standards of
Fox News reporting. Anderson
Cooper also said "That's the
difference between talking
about news and reporting it.
You send a reporter, check the
facts and you decide at home."
Fox spokeswoman Irena
Briganti said CNN was simply
looking to publicly attack its
higher-rated rival.
The greatest responsibility
of the media is to seek, find
and report the truth. Relying
on gossip and questionable
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"The greatest
responsibility of the
media is to seek, find
and report the truth.
Relying on gossip...
is not journalism"
sources is not journalism.
Insight magazine is an obviously conservative, right-wing
publication. Fox News should
have trusted it just as much as
they would a liberal, left-wing
publication — and that's not
at all. Insight's report should
have been a starting point, not
the story.
But Fox isn't the only one
looking stupid. With Blitzer's
blatant attempt to prove the
high standards of CNN reporting, he also made it look like
they don't investigate unless
provoked by a chance to
make their rival look wrong or
unprofessional. There should
be more incentive to accurately report a story than to rip
on Fox News, which is all CNN
seemed to be doing. The incentive should be a journalists'
job to present the facts to the
public and, as CNN boasts, let
them decide.
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Media lacks fair, objective
coverage of religion

Send comments to Scott Recto at
stecto@bgsu.edu.

News war reflects bad on all parties

feedback at bgnewsxom.

... BECAUSE THIS IS

America is trying to do. How
is letting compulsive gamblers
gamble their money away in
a casino any different than
letting an alcoholic squander
their life savings on drinks
at a local bar? Or any different than perverts spending
their whole paychecks on lap
dances in strip clubs?
The opening of casinos
could also bring many more
jobs to Ohio. These casinos
would need bartenders, dealers, security, people to cash
out chips, and many other
jobs. Neil S. Clark, a lobbyist that supported Issue3,
preached that the constitutional amendment supporting
casinos would create 56,000
jobs in Ohio. Such a large
amount of new jobs could
substantially boost our state's
economy.
According to the Ohio
Roundtable website, casinos
will doom at least 109,000
Ohioans and their families
to problem and pathological gambling addictions. Do
people have that little of faith
in their fellow human being
or are skeptics just throwing
around numbers to scare the
fickle? Every man and woman
has the right to spend their
money the way they please,
whether that be at a restaurant, bar, or casino.

STAFF EDITORIAL I DAILY KENT STATER

a question? Give us yout

The media is affecting you right
now—even at this moment,
as you look through this
newspaper. When you read
the articles, you trust that the
reporter did his or her job to
be as accurate and objective
as possible, while still creating color and interest in the
story. But how do you know
that what the media is telling
you is true? How do you know
that journalists are not subtly
inserting their own biases into
their stories?
The answer is that you don't
know. And, in journalism's
defense, it's impossible to be
completely objective, because
journalists are human and
they have their own thoughts
and opinions. But, even still,
that is no excuse for the media
to shrink from their duty and
responsibility to try to remain
as neutral as possible for the
sake of giving the public correct
information.
Although objectivity is supposed to be a rule of thumb for
the press, often times, we, as the
public, find stories that are slanted. Or sometimes, the media as
a whole can give an event, a person or even a group of people an
overly positive or overly negative
connotation.
One way I see this manifested in today's media is in the
portrayal of religion, issues of
morality and those who show
strong support of religion and
morality. The media tends to
downplay these aspects of our
cultural climate
Last weekend, I had the
opportunity to attend the
34th annual March for Life in
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Washington, D.C. to stand up
for the dignity of human life
and the end to legalized abortion with an estimated 134,000
other pro-lifers, according to the
National Catholic Register. But
what's interesting is that I found
this number in a Catholic newspaper, a religious publication.
I found hardly anything about
this very large and very significant event in the secuiar press.
Why not? A couple days later, I
saw an Associated Press headline about tens of thousands of
people marching for the end of
the War in Iraq. And while that
is an important cause, why did
die press seemingly ignore the
March for Life? The March for
life has been organized for years
and every year the number of
people grows, especially the
number of young people. That's
newsworthy.
Perhaps it's because it's a
stance that some might find to
be based on religion, which to
some extent is true, but morality is morality, whether or not
religion supports it. Instances
like this make me wonder if the
media is unwilling or afraid to
cover events that challenge our
culture's moral standards.
My questioning media bias in
not unfounded. Media bias is
real, according to a 2005 study
on quantifying media bias led
by UCLAs Tim Groseclose, a
political scientist. In the article
on UCLAs news website, coauthor of the study, Jeffrey Milyo,
University of Missouri economist and public policy scholar
said that overall, "the major
media outlets are quite moderate compared to members of
Congress, but even so, there is a
quantifiable and significant bias
in that nearly all of them lean to
the left."
And, generally speaking, the
"left" tends to be more liberal in
evaluating issues regarding religion and morality.

Andrew Kohut, director
of the Pew Research Center
for the People and the Press
and writer for the Columbia
(oumalism Review, wrote an
article back in 2001 about the
media's inadequate coverage
of religion. In his article he
says, "The media have particularly low credibility in this area
— even journalists themselves
have doubts about their ability to cover religious issues."
He goes on to write, "a recent
Public Agenda Foundation
survey found 44 percent of the
public saying that the media's
coverage of religion is worse
than its handling of other
subjects. In a separate survey,
journalists concurred."
Perhaps the media bias
against issues of religion and
morality stems from both lack of
ability to cover religious issues as
well as a lack of political diversity
within the journalism field. It
could also be because covering something that challenges
cultural norms means taking a
chance. But it can be done, and
it can be done objectively.
In order for the media to
remain as neutral as possible,
publications need to hire an
assortment of journalists who
will compliment each other
and keep each other in check.
It's better for the publication
and it's better for the media as
a whole. Journalists should be
especially determined to remain
objective in covering religious
and moral issues, particularly
because they are so personal to
the people. The media has tremendous power in our culture
and reporters should not abuse
their profession to insert their
own political views into the public. If they want to do that, then
they should become opinion
columnists.
SendcommentslDbuen Watoat

The BG News Submission Policy
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR are
to be fewer than 500 words These
are usually in response to a current
issue on the University's campus or
the Bowling Green area.
GUEST COLUMNS are longer
pieces between 400 and 500 words.
These are usually also in response
to a current issue on the University's
campus or the Bowling Green area.
The maximum number of submissions for columns is two per month

POLICIES: Letters to the Editor
and Guest Columns are printed
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permits. Additional Letters to the
Editor or Guest Columns may be
published online. Name, year and
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printed
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attachment to thenewsPbgnews.
com with the subject line marked
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Panel of scientists discuss
threat of major climate change

Fighting in Gaza City comes to a halt after truce
By Ibrahim Barzak
The Associated Press

GAZA CITY, Gaza Strip—Waning
Hamas and Faith factions in the
Gaza Strip declared a cease-fire
early Tuesday in an effort to end
factional fighting that has left
more than 60 Palestinians dead
in the past two months.
The cease-fire was agreed al
a midnight meeting between
Prime Minister Ismail Haniyeh
of Hamas and a representative of
Palestinian President Mahmoud
Abbas of the rival Fatah. Foreign
Minister Mahmoud Zahar of
Hamas said it would go into effect
at 3 a.m. local time.
Zahar spoke after the meeting, flanked by Hamas and Fatah
representatives and by Egyptian
mediators. As he spoke, gunfire
and explosions could still be
heard in Gaza City.
Zahar said the agreement
stipulated that all security forces
must return to their bases, that
suspects in killings are to be
handed over, and that all hos-

tages still being held — a number
thoughttobeinthe dozens—are
to be released.
Several earliertruceagreements
aimed at stopping the internal
Palestinian bloodshed, raging fitfully since early December, have
broken down.
Fatah spokesman Maher
Mekdad said his group would
observe the agreement.
"Despite all the bitterness and
sadness that we are feeling, we
will work to make it succeed,"
he said.
The agreement between the
Palestinian factions came as a
two-month truce between the
Palestinians and Israel in Gaza
was jeopardized by a Palestinian
suicide bombing, the first since
April, 2006. The bomber, a 21year-old from Gaza, struck the
Israeli resort city of Eilat, killing
three people and himself.
The two radical groups that
claimed to have sent the bomber said they were trying to end
Palestinian infighting by taking
aim at Israel instead.
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VIOLENCE: Palestinian Authority Prime Minister Ismail Haniyeh of the Islamic group
Hamas heads a cabinet meeting in Gaza City, Monday. Jan. 29.2007. Hamas and Fatah gunmen battled each other across the Gaza Strip early Monday, attacking security compounds,
knocking out an electrjcal transformer and kidnapping several local commanders in some
of the most extensive factional fighting in recent weeks. The latest round of violence, which
began Thursday, has so far left 30 people dead

Chavez has plans for radical change in Venezuela
By Ian Jam«
The Associated Press

CARACAS, Venezuela — Hugo
Chavez has just about everything
a president could want: popular
support, a marginalized opposition, congress firmly on his side
and a booming economy as he
siarts his new six-year term.
Now, he's about to become
even more powerful — the allChavista National Assembly is
poised to approve a law as early
as Wednesday enabling him to
remake society by presidential
decree. In its latest draft, the law
would allow Chavez to dictate
regulations for 18 months in II
broad areas, from the "economic
and social sphere" to the "trans-

formation of slate institutions."
Chavez calls it a new era of
"maximum revolution," setting
the tone for months of upheaval
as he plans to nationalize companies, impose new taxes on
the rich and refocus schools lo
teach socialist values. With nearreligious fervor and plenty of oil
wealth, Chavez is mobilizing millions of Venezuelans, intent on
creating a more egalitarian society.
Already, profound changes can
be seen throughout Venezuela.
Those who fell left oui of the old
system are thrilled al Ihe prospect
of havingavoicein politics. Others
are horrified, seeing doors closing
on their personal freedoms and a
slide toward one-man rule.

Iraqi troops kill 200 members of
religious cult for terrorist acts
BySinanSalahaddln
The Associated Press

BAGHDAD, Iraq - Iraqi officials
said Monday that U.S.-backed
Iraqi troops had targeted a religious cult called "Soldiers of
I leaven" in a weekend battle that
Iefl 200 fighters dead, including the group's leader, near the
Shiite holy city of Najaf. A military commander said hundreds
of gunmen planned to disguise
themselves as pilgrims and kill
clerics on the holiest day of the
Shiite calendar.
The Iraqi government spokesman, AH al-Dabbagh, said the
raid on Sunday in date-palm

orchards on the city's outskirts
wasaimed against agroup called
the lund al-Samaa, or Soldiers of
Heaven, which appeared to have
had links to Saddam Hussein
loyalists and foreign fighters. Officials said the cult was
hoping the violence it planned
would force the return of the
"hidden imam," a 9th-century
Shiite saint who Shiites believe
will come again lo bring peace
and justice to the world.
Both Mohammed al-Askari,
the defense ministry spokesman, and an Iraqi military
commander in charge of the
Najaf area said 200 terrorists
were killed and 60 wounded,
lowering previous estimates.

PARIS — Scientists from around
the world gathered yeslerday in
Paris lo finalize a long-awaited,
authoritative report on climate
change, expected to give a grim
warning of rising temperatures
and sea levels worldwide.
The Intergovernmental Panel
on Climate Change is to unveil
its latest assessment of the environmental threat posed by global warming on Friday.
As Ihe panel meets, the planet is the warmest it has been
in thousands of years — if not
more — and international concern over what to do about it is
al an all-time high.
"At no time in the past has
there been such a global appetite" for reliable information
on global warming, the panel's
chairman, Rajendra Pachauri of
India, told the conference.
Scientists are keeping quiel
about the contents of the report,
but say it is both more specific
and more sweeping than the
panel's previous efforts.
Early drafts of the document
give a rosier picture than that of
the last report, in 2001, foreseeing smaller sea level rises than
previously predicted. But many
lop scientists reject the new figures as not new enough: They
do nol include Ihe recent malting of big ice sheets in two cmcial locations — Greenland and
Antarctica.
That debate may IK- central
al this week's meetings at Ihe

"At no time in the
past has there been
such a global
appetite."
Rajendra Pachauri | Panel Chair

UNESCO headquarters in Paris.
After four days of closed-door.
WOrd-by-WOrd editing involving
more than 500 experts, they will
release the firsl of lour major
global wanning reports by the
IP(.(', expected this year.
"We're hoping lhal ii will
convince people lhal climate
change is real and lhal we have
a responsibility for much of it.
and thai we really do have to
make changes in how we live,"
said Kenneth Denmark one of
the reports authors and senior
Scientist at ihe Canadian (fertile
for Climate Modelling and
Analysis.
Il has been an unusually
warm winter in some pans of
the world, and awareness of the
consequences of climate change
is growing.
last week, President Bush
referred to global warming as
an established fact, after years
of arguing lhal not enough was
known about global warming to
do anything about il.
The panel, created by the
United Nations in IHHH, releases
its assessments ever)' five or six
years—although scient isls I ia\e
been observing climate change
since as far back as the Mills.
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REVOLUTION: Venwuela's President Hugo Chavez greets supporters as he rides in an
open car towards the Congress in Caracas. Wednesday. Jan. 10.2007. where he will be sworn
in as for a thud term that runs until 2015.
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0 Ridge Manor Apartments
• 2 bedroom, 1 bath townhouses
• starling al $590/mo + gas and electric
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0 Butt Apartments
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CENTER
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With purchase ot standard
month One time purchase

No Hidden Fees • No Credit Card Required

WHEAT
904 E Wooster
419-352-3588

5 beds. 1 booth
closest to campus

S0UTHSIDE LAUNDROMAT
993 S Main
5 beds, 2 booths
419-353-8826
appl. avai|ab|e
THE WASH HOUSE
248 N. Main
17 beds, 2 booths
419-354-1559
no appt. needed

0 Remodeled Frazee Apartments

•mi/am
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32 Rooms fluailable!!

• (1470 & 1490 Clough Street)
• 2 bedroom ' 1 bath, furnished
• a/c. Dishwashers ' garbage disposals
• starting @ $590/mo plus gas and electric

1 WEEK FREE
i TANNING!

• Completely Remodeled 2 Bed, 2 Bath,
new kitchens, new carpet, new furniture
• starting @ $675/mo + electric

3 MONTHS
\$69

in the standard beds
THAIS ONLYS23
PER MONTH AND WE
PAY THE TAXI

0 425 E. Court Street
• 2 Bedrooms' 2 Baths, Furnished apartments
• Dishwashers/ garbage disposals
• starling @ $650'mo + electric

111 2/2807

I INTRODUCING

• Out the
| door
1
pricing!

SIGN UP TODAY!
445 E. Wooser. Bowling Green OH 43402
www.greenbriarrentals.com
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STUDENT UNION

Congratulations btudcut I'nion hmployees
for malting the Fall 2006 Dean's Lilt
Keep up the great effort!
Katie Allison, Marketing
Raed A twari, Custodial
Kcllie Beaney, C ustodial
family Broeg, Photo ID Center
Kelly Broeg, Building Manager and Information Center
Brandon Carreon, Audio/Visual Services
Jennifer Cole, Custodial
Rick Fox, Event Planning and Reservations
Rachael I'ricnd, Information Center
Kevin Green, Building Services
Stephen Harlan, Audio/Visual Services
Rachel Householder, Information Center
facky Ish, Information Center
Alicia Joynson, Building Manager and Information Center
Jennifer Kessler, Photo ID Center
Douglas Kiteki, Custodial
Heather Kovacs, Union Programs
Ashley Lumm, Union Programs
Nimyrah Nelson, Audio/Visual Services
Jenny ( )ak, Event Planning and Reservations
Matt Polachek, Building Manager
Kari Reinnart, Building Manager and Event Planning
facqui Shelby, Event Planning and Reservations
Amanda Walton, Building Services
Alicia Weitzel, Photo ID Center
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* *

-Private shuttle to & from campus
•2 resort style pools & 2 ouersiied Jacuzzis
■3 high pressure tanning domes
•HUGE 24 hr fitness center
Office Hours:
Monday 1-iicJay
■
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■Washer & dryer in euery apartment
Free internet in every bedroom

Saturday

.
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Leasing up fast for Fall 2007

877.819.6802
70e IM.pol.Cm Rd. Bowling I
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Hurricanes Katrina, Rita leaves undecided homeowners
slate. Nearly 9H,(X)0 people have
applied so far.
Iwo-lhirds of all applicants siiid
the) wanl to rebuild their damaged properties, while mure than
a quarter have indicated (hey want
out or can't decide what lo do.
Hut in dozens of towns and
ncieJilMirhoods, particularly those
doses) lo the coast, the percentages of homeowners on the fence
or on the way out are higher than
average, with as many as two out
of three homeowners not committed to rebuilding. T he areas,
,'il /IP codes in all. include several
heavily damaged New Orleans

By Michelle Robert!
The Associated Press

\IU ORLEANS
More than 16
HI ii ulis after Hurricanes Kuiriiui
and Rita form! an unprecedented exodus from the Louisiana
< iiill < JKISI, lens of thousands ol
homeowners have decided no)
in rebuild or have yw U make up
iheir minds, an Associated I'rrss
analysis found.
The AP looked at applications
in the federal!) funded Louisiana
Road I lome program, which dispenses up to $150,000 per homeowner to rebuild or sell out to the

HOUSES! HOUSES!

neighborhoods such as Lakeview
and the Ninth Ward.
Michael Kurth, a McNeese State
University economics professor
who has done research for the
I uiiisiana Recovery Authority,
said he is not surprised.
"With the scale of destruction
thai occurred in those coastal
areas, it wasn't a matter of 'Let's
return in a month or in two
months,"1 Kurth said. "In a lot
of cases, you couldn't go back to
what was there before. It's just not
there."
Homeowners who remain
undecided could still rebuild their
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3 - 5 People allowed depending on location
(419) 352-0717

www.greenbriarrentals.com
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whether they want to rebuild; sell
and move in-state; sell and leave
the state; or are undecided.
"The folks in south Louisiana
whose houses were flooded by
Katrina and Rita are necessarily
going to be a little gun-shy," LRA
executive director Andy Kopplin
said. "There are some areas that
are more vulnerable than others."
In Arabi, (ftalmettc and Meraux
— all in hard-hit St. Bernard
Parish, downriver from New
Orleans — roughly two-thirds of
applicants want to mow out or
are still uncertain about whether
to rebuild.

Barbara put to rest after complications

1, 2, 3, 4 AND 5 BEDROOM HOUSES
AVAILABLE FOR FALL 2007.
Amenities included in many of our houses:

destroyed homes. But by now.
many are resettled in new homes,
schools and jobs. Louisiana
demographer Elliott Stonecipher
said it is safe to assume that those
who were going to commit themselves to rebuilding would have
done so by now.
As many as 123,000 homeowners may be eligible for Louisiana
Road I lome aid. The program dispenses grants not only to rebuild
damaged homes, but also to fortify undamaged ones by raising
them off tile ground or installing
hurricane shutters.
Applicants must indicate

By Dan Gelslon
The Associated Press

KENNETT SQUARE, Pa. —
Kentucky Derby winner Barbara
was euthanized yesterday after
complications from his gruesome breakdown at last year's
Preakness, ending an eightmonth ordeal that prompted an
outpouring of support across the
country.
"We just reached a point where
it was going to be difficult for him
to go on without pain," co-owner
Hoy lackson said. "It was the right
decision, it was the right thing
to do. We said all along if there
was a situation where it would
become more difficult for him
then it would be time."
Barbara battled in his ICU stall
for eight months. The 4-year-old
colt underwent several procedures and was fitted with fiberglass casts. He spent time in a
sling to ease pressure on his legs,
had pins inserted and was fitted at the end with an external
brace. These were all extraordinary measures for a horse with

You Want it? We Got it!

such injuries.
Roy and Gretchcn lackson were
with Barbara yesterday morning,
with the owners making the decision in consultation with chief
surgeon Dr. Dean Richardson.
On May 20, Barbara was
rushed to the New Bolton Center,
about 30 miles from Philadelphia
in Kennett Square, hours after
shattering his right hind leg just
a few strides into the Preakness
Stakes. The bay colt underwent
a five-hour operation that fused
two joints, recovering from an
injury most horses never survive.
But, Barbara never regained his
natural gait.
The story of the beloved 4year-old bay colt's fight for life
captured the fancy of millions.
When Barbara broke down,
his right hind leg flared out awkwardly as jockey Edgar Prado
jumped off and tried to steady
the ailing horse.
Race fans at Pimlico wept.
Within 24 hours the entire nation
seemed to be caught up in a
"Barbara watch." waiting for any
news.
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Video store gets a
laugh out of suspect
TOLEDO (AP) - A burglary suspect
found himself in a tight spot yesterday
The man tried to break into a video
store by squeezing himself into a vent
at a neighboring sandwich shop.
He ended up stuck inside.
Firefighters spent an hour getting
him out.
Micah Thomas. 23. was charged
with breaking and entering and possessing criminal tools.
Poke patrolling the area became
suspicious when they noticed footprints in the snow leading up to the
store but none leading away
Officers went inside and found
Thomas stuck in the vent, police said
He was not hurt.

Rockwell painting
makes way to museum
Y0UNGST0WN(AP)-A
museum devoted to American art has
paid ll 6 million to acquire its first
Norman Rockwell painting. "Lincoln
the Railsplrtter"
The painting was acquired by the
Butler Institute of American Art on
Nov 30 in a sale at Christie's Auction
House in New York. The previous
owner was Texas billionaire and former
presidential candidate H Ross Perot.
The acquisition was announced
Sunday. The painting, which had not
been shown in public lor years, will be
G»RY IANDERS
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CHAMPION: Jockey Edgar Prado rides
Baibaro to victory in the 132nd Kentucky
Derby at Churchill Downs. Saturday. May
6.2006, in Louisville. Ky. Kentucky Deiby
winner Baibaro was euthanized Monday.
Jan. 29.2007. alter complications from
his gruesome breakdown at last year's
Preakness. ending » eight-month ordeal
that prompted an outpouring of support
acoss the country.
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unveiled Feb 16
'When it arrived. I felt like Joseph
Butler Jr. when 'Snap the Whip'
arrived." said Louis Zone, director of
the Butler, referring to the museum's
founder and the famed painting by
Winslow Homer.
"This is the biggest event in my 25
years at the Butler, in terms of adding
to the collection." Zona said. He called
the work "a most perfect addition" to
the Butler collection
Henry Adams, professor of art at
Case Western Reserve University
in Cleveland and former curator
of American art at the Cleveland
Museum of Art. sard the Butler
acquisition comes at a time when
Rockwells standing is growing in the
art world.

2007-2008

1 Bedroom Apartments
449-455 S. ENTERPRISE
Furn. or Unfurn., One bdrm. One Bath.
School Year - One Person Rate- $385
One Year - One Person Rate - $350

517 REED STREET - >»f 7/iu«rin.
Furn. or Unfurn., One Bdrm. & One bath.
School Year - One Person Rate- $465
One Year - One Person Rate - 5400

707-727 THIRD STREET - One Bedroom.
Furn. or Unfurn., One bath.
School Year - One Person Rate- 5395
One Year - One Person Rate - 5350

825 THIRD STREET- Pets Allowed!
Furnished or Unfurnished, One bath.
School Year - One Person Rate- 5465
One Year - One Person Rate - 5410

lUtimate Softer Sowl *Pa%ty
Come to the blood drive and
have a chance to win a

839 SEVENTH STREET
Unfurnished, One bath. Dishwasher.
School Year - One Person Rate- $460
One Year-One Person Rate $395
810 -815 FOURTH STREET
Furn. or Unfurn., One bdrm. One Bath.
School Year - One Person Rale- $435
One Year - One Person Rate - $370

50" PLASMA TV

2 Bedroom Apartments
810 FIFTH; 649,707 SIXTH;
818 SEVENTH
Furn. or Unfurn., One Bath & Hall Vanity.
School Year - Two Person Rate- $565
One Year - Two Person Rate - 5475

831 SEVENTH
Furn. or Unfurn., One Bath & Hall vanity.
School Year - Two Person Rate- $560
One Year - Two Person Rate - 5485

724 S. COLLEGE DRIVE
Unfurnished, 1 1/2 baths, Dishwasher.
School Year - Two Person Rate- $630
One Year Two Person Rate - $530

402 HIGH STREET
Furn. or Unfurn., One bath.
School Year - Two Person Rate- $590
One Year - Two Person Rate - $490

835 FOURTH STREET
Furn. or Unfurn., Two Bedroom.
School Year - Two Person Rate- 5590
One Year - Two Person Rate - $490

701 FOURTH STREET
Furn. or Unfurn,. Two bdrm.
One bath w/Vanity in each bdrm.
School Year - Two Person Rate- $620
One Year - Two Person Rate $520

840-850 SIXTH STREET
Fum. or Unfurn., Two Full baths.
School Year - Two Person Rate- $650
One Year - Two Person Rate - $540

and a

505 CLOUGH-Behind K/nto's.
Two Furn. or Unfurn., One bath & Vanity. School
Year Two Person Rate-$630
One Year - Two Person Rate - $530

521 E. MERRY- near Offenhauer
Furn. or Unfurn. Two Bdrm. One Bath
School Year - Two Person Rate- $655
One Year - Two Person Rate - $565

EFFICIENCIES

451THURSTIN AVENUE
Across the street from Offenhauer
Furnished efficiency apartments with full bath,
assigned parking and laundry in the building
School Year - One Person Rate- $395
One Year - One Person Rate - $365

^R

+

517 E. Reed Street
403 High Street
825 Third Street
802 Sixth Street
831 Seventh Street
640 Eighth Street
841 Eighth Street
725 Ninth Street
733,755,777 Manville
SUMMER RENTALS AVAILABLE
May 12,2007 to August 4,2007 Noon

_ IM... S

American
Red Cross

POP IN TO DONATE!
BGSU BLOOD DRIVE
SPONSORED BY
THE BGSU RED CROSS CLUB!

PETS ALLOWED with a $250
nonrefundable pet deposit in the
following buildings:

(CHECK OUT THE LOCATION!)
MONDAY & TUESDAY
JAN, 29 & JAN. 30, 2007
OLSCAMP101B
II :00AM -5:00PM

THURSDAY
FEB. 1,2007
OLSCAMP 101B
11:00AM-5:00PM

WEDNESDAY

FRIDAY
FEB .2,2007
OLSCAMP I01A
11:00AM-4:00PM

JAN. 31,2007

WE STILL HAVE A SELECTION OF HOUSES AVAILABLE FOR 2007-2008

1,-JOHN

NEWLOVE

CATERED PARTY

319 E. Wooster Strwt, Bowling Green, OH
(Located Across From Taco Bell)
Rental Office 419-354-2260
Hours Mon. thru Fri. 8:30-5:30 Sat 8:30-5:00
www.johnnewtoverealestate com

"We've got a place for everyone!"

I

STUDENT UNION:
COMMUNITY ROOM IN STUDENT UNION
11:00AM-5:00PM

Come to the blood drive and receive a t-shirt!
Ultimate Super Bowl Party entrees must be made in January!
For more information call the
American Red Cross at 1-800-Give-Life!

I

u
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SIDELINES

Starting off on the right foot
Gymnasts take second
straight MAC meet
By Josh Narottky
Reporter

HOCKEY
BGSU hockey team
will host its annual
"Skate with the
Falcons"
The event will be held
Saturday, February 10.2007
from 11:00 a.m. to 12:00 p.m.
at the BGSU Ice Arena. Fans
will have the opportunity
to meet and skate with
their favorite Falcon hockey
players, as well as meet the
coaching staff. Admission is
$5.00 and includes Marco's
Pizza. Pepsi and a team
poster that you can have
autographed. Skates will be
available for rental at the
BGSU Ice Arena for $1.50.

OUR CALL
JORDAN FlOWEU I THE BG NEWS

On the way up

GOOD FORM: Jillian Stranges competes in a home meet last season against Northern Illinois. The Falcons are off to a good start

BGSU Gymnastics: After

with a 2-1 MAC record and an overall record of 5-1. The best part about the Falcons wins is that two of them have been on the road, the

a tough season last year.

Falcons did not do well away from Eppler last season

The women's gymnastics team
participated in their second meet
outside of the friendly confines of
the Eppler Complex on Sunday,
defeating Northern Illinois
190.2-188.225.
"We performed very well considering it was a road meet. It
was good for all the young team
members to get some experience in a different team's gym,"
commented junior lacque
Bernhardt.
One of the standout performers for the Falcons was lunior
Iholeen Ponce. She finished
first on both vault and beam,
with scores of 9.825 and 9.675
respectively. Her vault score set
a new career high, exceeding
the score of 9.750 which was set
just last week.
Another star performer was
Freshman Megan Chronister,
who ranked second among
the Falcons on the beam with
a score of 9.575, and third on
the bars, with a score of 9.400.
Chronister said the success in
the meet didn't surprise her, as
she felt she had a solid week of
practice under her belt.
"I didn't start to practice real-

TOP PERFORMERS
VAULT: Ponce 9.825.
Bernhardt 9775, Balzer 9575.
Brewer 9625
UNEVEN BARS: Tomita
9700. Balzer 9.550. deLeeuw
9 525. Chronister 9.400
BALANCE BEAM: Ponce
9.675, Chronister 9.575. Follett
9400.
FLOOR: Balzer 9.7 Gourley
9650. Brewer 9.650. Kenel 9525.
Chronister 9.475

ly well until later in the week,
but once I started getting into
a solid rhythm during practice,
I knew I would do well in the
meet." Chronister said.
She also added that although
she did well in Sunday's meet,
there is still room for improvement, "I'm still trying to clean
up my routine and work out all
the little problems."
Freshman Morgan Balzer,
who has burst onto the scene
with top 3 finishes in both floor
and vault already this season,
continued to perform at a high
See GYMNASTS | Page 8

the Falcons have
already avenged
losses against
and Western Michigan and
are 2-1 in the MAC.

On the way down
Barbara He finally bit the
dust after a long, expensive,

Runners perform well at
Findlay Indoor Classic

overdramatized
battle with a

By Josh Whatharholt
Reporter

broken leg. With
all the media coverage this
horse got, imagine what the
funeral is going to be like.

The List
With Tiger Woods and
Roger Federer's dominance
of late. The BG News lists
the most dominant athletes
in professional sports today.

Tiger Woods: Seven

FINDLAY.Ohio—Thewomen's
track team knew they had their
work cut out for them as they
entered the Malcolm Athletic
Center last weekend. Hundreds
of athletes turned the infield into
a makeshift home for two days.
The Findlay Indoor Classic featured 40 teams from all over the
Midwest including Miami and
Ohio University from the MidAmerican Conference.
The Falcons were not deterred
by these massive numbers. Nicole
Standback and Jessica White both

gave gold medal performances,
and several others came very
dose.
After turning in the best 55meter hurdle time during the
preliminary races against 56
other runners, Standback came
back in the finals and edged out
Amber Miller of Ashland with a
time of 8.16. a personal best
"I thought she did a nice job,"
said coach Cami Wells. "She's
been running consistent and has
shown she will be a contender
for MAC"
"It wasn't a perfect race,"
Standback said. "I had a couple
errors that cost me some tenths,

but I'll just work on that and gel
ready for next week,"
The error (hat Standback
referred to was when she came
over the fourth hurdle so low that
she was actually sitting on it for a
split second.
"Being short doesn't help with
hurdles," Standback said laughing.
Shortly after, White finished
third in the 55-meter dash, getting narrowly beaten by a mnner
from Dayton.
White came hack strong in the
200-meter dash with a win, eas-

have Woods on top of the
already there.

Roger
Federer[below]: This
guy is unreal, he's 49-1 in
grand slam matches, has a
36-match winning streak and
just won his 10th grand slam.

Ladainian
Tomlinson: Although
they didn't make it to the big
game, LDT was unstoppable
all year. 31 total touchdowns
made him the most highly
coveted fantasy player in
America.

Sidney Crosby:
The Kid' has got 78 points

James may take time off for toe
By Tom Withers
The Associated Press

CLEVELAND — The most
famous big toe in town needs
pampering, and LeBron lames
just might give it some.
The All-Star forward said
yesterday he'll consider sitting
out Cleveland's next few games
to rest his sore right toe, which
he injured on a recent road trip
andaggravatedduringSunday's
game against Phoenix.
After missing Friday's game
at Philadelphia, lames returned
and scored 30 points in 42 minutes against the Suns, but he
re-injured the toe during the
fourth quarter of the Cavaliers'

115-100 loss.
James was kept out of an
eight-minute
scrimmage
yesterday, but he was able to
shoot, stretch and even threw
around a football on the team's
practice court with teammate
Sasha Pavlovic following (he
workout.
lames said a few days off
would do his toe wonders.
"It would help," he said. "I
don't like sitting down. I don't
like not being able to give something to my teammates. Being
out in street clothes, I hate that
feeling. I feel like I'm leaving my
teammates out on an island.
"Right now, it's an injury
where you go out there and

its last meet of the season against Miami The Falcons are confident though as they head
into the MAC Championships.

Miami's streak too much
for Falcons to handle
By Andrew Harnar

See RUNNERS | Page 8

straight tour victories
world-not that he wasn't

JORDAN FLOWER | THE BG NEW
LIFE AQUATIC: Christina Vaca competes in a meet against Akron on Jan 15 BG dropped

keep reinjuring it. You've got
to be smart and it's something
I've really got to think about....
Long term, it would be smart
if I took some games off and
some practices off, honestly, to
get better."
The Cavaliers have a busy
week ahead.
Tonight, they host Golden
State before playing at
Miami on Thursday. They're
back home on Friday to face
Charlotte before hosting the
Detroit Pistons on Sunday in a
nationally televised Super Bowl
appetizer.
The hectic schedule is makSee JANES | Page 8

TOP PERFORMERS

Reporter

The BGSU swimmingand diving
team's coach Keri Buff wasn't
worried about getting the win
in this season's final dual meet.
"We're totally geared towards'
the MAC IChampionshipsI
right now," Buff said, "(This
meetl was a chance for us to get
up and race to make us better
at the end and it accomplished
that."
The Falcons finished the
regular season with a 192-98
loss to Miami. The win marked
the Redhawk's 46th consecutive Mid-American Conference
win.
"Miami's good," Buff said,
"They arguably have the best
MAC dual meet team that the
conference has ever seen."
"IThis meet] was like a last
chance for everyone to practice
our race strategies before the
MAC IChampionshipsI," said
AlishaYee.
Despite the losing effort, the

200-yard butterfly: Michael
Carnaga 2:10.52
200-yard backstroke: Alisha Yee
2:05.79
200-yard freestyle relay: Alisha
Yee 1:40.25

Falcons still had several noteworthy performers.
Yee swam well for the Falcons
picking up her 12th win of the
year in the 200-yard backstroke.
Her time of 2:05.79 was just short
of her season high of 2:05.74
which she set at Akron earlier
this month. Yee finished second
in the 100-yard backstroke by
just over a half second.
"IHaving good times is a
good feeling going into the MAC
IChampionshipsI," Yee said,
"I'm hopefully going to swim
faster when I get there."
Frankie Houck finished
third in the 50-yard backstroke
See SWIM | Page 8

already and has 10 more
points than the guy in second. Gretzky's records may
hot be safe after all.

Controversial Bonds finalizes deal with San Francisco after long wait
By Jania McCaulay
The Associated Press

SAN FRANCISCO — Barry Bonds and
the San Francisco Giants completed
a $15.8 million, one-year contract last
night after the slugger spent hours at
the ballpark being examined by team
doctors.
A baseball official confirmed the
deal, speaking on condition of anonymity because the Giants had not
yet announced it.
The contract was finalized nearly
two months after the sides reached
agreement on financial terms Dec..
7, the final day of baseball's winter
meetings. Bonds had to pass a physical,

and the parties had to work out complicated language regarding Bonds'
behavior and what would happen if
the slugger were to be indicted.
A federal grand jury is investigating whether Bonds perjured himself
when he testified in 2003 in the Bay
Area Laboratory Co-Operative steroid
distribution case that he hadn't knowingly taken any performance-enhancing drugs.
Two baseball officials said the
slugger's trainers, Harvey Shields and
Greg Oliver, would no longer be on
the Giants' payroll. That means neither
will be allowed in the clubhouse where

KEVIN PCASEY

AP PHOTO

ROUNDING THIRD: San Francisco Giants Barry Bonds watches the ball fly after hitting
his second-inning home run against the Seattle Mariners at Safeco Field «i Seattle in a

See BONDS | Page 8

Friday June 16.2006 photo Barry Bonds arrived in San Francisco on Monday
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Falcons move
down one spot
to No. 17

SWIMMERS
From Page 7
which was the closest race of
ihe meet. Her time of 24.65
seconds was just .02 seconds behind Miami's Allison
Stevens.
The 200-yard freestyle
relay team: Houck, lennifer
Wright, Meg Richardson and
Sami lordan 11:40.23) took
first while ihe 400-yard medley team of Yee, Richardson,
Carriage and lordan 14:02.46)
look second.
Carriaga won the 200-yard

butterfly (2:10.52) for the second straight week. She also
finished third in the 100yard butterfly and is gaining
momentum at the time she
wants to.
"I don't hare any reason to
think that my momentum
won't continue at the MAC
Championships," Carriaga said.
For the next 19 days, the
Falcons will be prepare for
the MAC Championships in
Ypsilanti, Mich. The three-day
tournament begins on February
14th.
Besides practicing hard,
swimmers have some other

WWWBGNEWS.COM

things they do to prepare
themselves for the meet.
"I like to visualize my race
and prepare myself that way,"
Carriaga said, "Right now I basically see myself performing
good technically."
"The main thing is to go into
it and hare fun," Yee said. "It's a
high stress situation so it is easy
to get caught in the pressure so
my goal this year is to have fun
with it."
The
three-day
MAC
Championships begin on
February 14th in Ypsilanti.
Michigan with the first preliminaries starting at 11 a.m.

THE BG NEWS SUDOKU

2
5

From Page 7

UNFAIR?: Afiadt^wiatEMUKafcAdtt
andthpFakonsrJcqjedaspot inthe APpol

APTOP25
The top ?S teams in The
Associated Press" women's college basketball poll, with first-place
votes in parentheses, records
through Jan. 28, total points based
on 25 points for a first-place vote
through one point for a 25th-place
vote and last weeks ranking
Record Pts Pvs

1. Duke (41) 21-0 U41 1
2. North Carolina (9) 25-01.209

3. Tennessee 19-21.102 4
4. Maryland 21-21.089 3

5. Ohio St. 18-11,066 5
6. Connecticut 18-2 987 7
7 LSI) 20-2 939 8
8. Stanford 18-3 919 9

9. Oklahoma 17-2 862 6
10. Purdue 19-3 739 12
11. George Washington 18-2 727
12. Arizona St. 19-3 71410
13. Baylor 18-3 67113
14. Georgia 18-4 60014
15. Vanderbilt 18-4474 15
16 Marquette 19-2 448 17
17. Bowling Green 18-2 43416
18. Texas A&M 15-4 425 21
19. Louisville 19-2 39618
20. Middle Tennessee 19-3 385
21. California 16-5 206 20
22. Nebraska 17-4154 25
23 Rutgers 12-686 —
24. Wis.-Green Bay 17-3 74 —
25. James Madison 17-2 69 —
Others receiving votes: Michigan
St. 43. Mississippi 39, Texas 36.
Arkansas 24. Utah 16. Montana 12,
DePaul 11. Delaware 10. Iowa St.
9, Pittsburgh 5, TCU 5. Ball St 4,
Florida St 4, Texas Tech 4. Tulane
4. N.C. State 3. Kansas St. 2. W.
Kentucky 2, Illinois St. 1.

High Speed Internet
Private Bathrooms
Private Shuttle
(Coming Aug TOD
Clubhouse

ing it difficult for lames to
get adequate rest for his toe,
which he initially sprained
and bruised during a Ian. 19
game at Denver.
"That's the problem," lames
said. "We're playing every
other day and you're getting
back-to-backs where there
isn't much rest time. So I've
got to be smart about this. It's
either go out there and affect
my play by keep reinjuring it
and keep hurting it.
"It's something 1 need to
think about and sit down with
the coaching staff and come
up with a solution."
X-raysand an MR1 taken last
week revealed no structural
damage to lames' toe. But as a
precaution, he sat out Friday's
game and the Cavaliers beat
the Sixers.
"It's bruised on lop and
sprained inside the ligament,"
lames said. "It's nagging and
something I haven't had in
a long time. It's something I
have to work at every day and
get as much rest as possible.
"It's going to nag on and nag
on if you keep playing on it."
lames' toe injury is coming
at a bad time for the Cavaliers,
who are playing their worst
ball ihis season.
Cleveland has lost three
straight at home and dropped
seven of 10 overall. After having the Eastern Conference's
best record for much of the
season's first half, the Cavs
have slipped in the standings.
If playoffs started tomorrow,
Cleveland would be the No.
5 seed.

1

MARK DUNCAN I AP PHOTO

TOE LOVE: Cleveland Cavaliers' LeBron James, center, looks to pass out of the
double-team of Oilendo Maqic's Travis Diener. left, and Keith Bogans. in the fourth
quarter of the Magic's 90-79 win in an NBA basketball game. Monday. Jan. 22.2007. in
Cleveland. James may sit down the next few games with an injured toe that he reaggravated against Phoenix Sunday

More concerning is that
they have just a four-game
lead over New lersey, currently
holding the No. 8 spot.
lames, though, isn't worried
about a collapse.
"There are still a lot of ballgames to play," he said. "We're
still right where we want to
be. It's all about getting to the
playoffs. Once you get to the
playoffs it doesn't matter if
you're a No, 1 seed or eighth
seed, it's best out of seven.
We want to get home-court
advantage of course, but we
have to keep getting better."
Cleveland's biggest flaw this
season has been an inconsistent offense. The Cavs
are ranked 24th — out of 30
teams — in points per game,
26th in field-goal percentage
and 30th in free-throw percentage.
The club's inability to push
the tempo and knock down
open shoots as well as coach
Mike Brown's continued
emphasis on defense, has

BONDS

Now
Offering

From Page 7
they previously had their own
lockers next to Bonds' space,
or any other restricted area in
any big league ballpark, the
officials said. If they were to
make road trips, it would be
on Bonds' dime or their own.
The two officials spoke
on condition of anonymity because of the sensitive
nature of such details in
Bonds' contract.
Bonds, who traveled to the
Bay Area from his offseason
home in Southern California,

3 Bedroom Specials
and 4 bedroom Specials for May Move-In

Campbell Hill

Apartments
2 bedroom townhouses
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SUDOKO
To play: Complete the grid
so that every row, column
and every 3x3 box contains
the digits 1 to 9.There is no
guessing or math involved.
Just use logic to solve
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"We have too many
scorers on this team
to be struggling as
much as we are."
Lebron James
frustrated players. In time,
lames isconfident Cleveland's
offense will improve.
"Il has to," he said. "We
have too many scorers on
this team to be struggling as
much as we are. We scored
100 last night but it didn't feel
like we were on tack at times.
At the start of the fourth quarter, we had four possessions
where we almost didn't get
a shot at the basket. It has to
get better.
"There a re goi ng to be t imes
when you can't hold a team to
40 percent shooting from the
field. They're going to score
and you have to be able to
counter back."
underwent X-rays and many
other tests from multiple
team doctors.
The seven-time NI. MVP
waved, yelled "hello, hello"
and smiled as he left the stadium yesterday and then
quickly drove away, with
agent Jeff Borris in the passenger seat Borris did not immediately return messages from The
Associated Press.
The 42-year-old Bonds begins
the 2007 season with 734 home
runs, 22 from breaking Hank
Aaron's career record of 755.
Bonds can earn another $42
million in performance bonuses
based on how much he plays.
If he matches last year's effort
— 493 plate appearances, 130
games — he would receive the
whole amount
Aftermissingallbut 14games
in 2005 following three operations on his right knee. Bonds
batted 270 with 26 homers and
77 RBIs and drew 115 walks last
year. He passed Babe Ruth to
move into second place on the
career home run list on May
28.
But the Giants missed the

second best on the team.
With the victory the Falcons
improve to 2-1 in the MAC and
3-1 overall.
The Falcons return home
next week to take on Ball State
at 7 p.m. in Eppler Complex.

GYMNASTS
From Page 7
level on Sunday. Balzer recorded the highest floor score on
the team at 9.700.
"I've been really pleased
with all my early success,"
said Balzer. "It's taken some
time for me to adjust, but this
meet I felt for the first time
that I wasn't nervous and that
I knew my routine well."
She also added a score of
9.550 on the bars, good for
playoffs for the third straight
year, leaving Bonds no closer
to the World Series ring he has
always coveted.
Bonds, who is coming off
surgery on his troublesome left
elbow, has been deemed healthier by the team than last year
at this time And he wound up
playing regularly in 2006.
A day after the season ended,
owner Peter Magowan said
Bonds would no longer be the
centerpiece of the franchise
if he played for the Giants in
2007, and then the club signed
ace Barry Zito to a $126 million,
seven-year contract earlier this
month. San Francisco hosts the
All-Star game this summer, and
Bonds is certain to bring attention to the city leading up to the
event.
Bonds filed for free agency
and apparently drew interest
from Oakland. St. Louis, San
Diego and other teams.
He reportedly failed an
amphetamines test last season.
The New York Daily News said
that when Bonds first learned
of the result, he attributed it to
a substance he took from team-

NOTES: Chronisterand Ponce
were awarded the Mid-American
Conference Gymnast of the Week
and Specialist of the Week honors
respectively. Both recognitions
came after the Falcons downed
Northern Illinois 190.200-188225
on Sunday.

RUNNERS
From Page 7
ily defeating the rest of field of 87
runners.
"lessica is certainly one of our
top athletes," Wells said. "She
should be a strong contender for
All-Ohio and MAC"
Yemoja Marotta gave yet another strong performance in the 800meter run, placing second with
2:19, a personal best that helped
edge Andrea Tepe of Miami.
Marotta, only a sophomore,
has placed either first or second
in every race so far this season,
and has shown she has a bright
future.
Other outstanding performances included: Erica Wilson placing
fourth in the triple jump with a
leap of 11.13 meters (36' 6.25"),
freshman Kristin Carver placing
fourth in the pentathlon event,
which consists of the 60 meter
hurdles, the high jump, the shot
put, long jump and the 800meter run, and finally Lauren
Bryant placing eighth in the shot
put with a personal best and seventh in the weight throw.
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Implanted microchips may help improve a cats sight
By Alan Bavlay
MCT

COLUMBIA, Mo. — Frisky 4year-old Ginger Snap doesn't
know it, but she could become
the cat with the bionic eye.
The auburn Abyssinian is
part of a cohort of cats at the
University of Missouri with a
hereditary condition that slowly
causes blindness. This makes
them ideal subjects to test a silicon microchip that holds promise for restoring at least partial
sight to people who are robbed
of vision by retinal diseases.
The microchips are packed
with thousands of tiny solar
cells that turn light into electricity. The chips are implanted
within the retina, where they
can stimulate still-healthy cells.
A preliminary study on a
small group of human subjects with retinitis pigmentosa
suggests that the chips may
improve vision in people who
were going blind.
Ten Abyssinian cats at the
University of Missouri will be
used to test a more advanced
version of the chip.
"We're in the initial stages of

this research. It will take years.
But it's a start to a very exciting
era," said Kristina Narfstrom,
the veterinary eye specialist
who is leading the study.
Just as cochlear implants
have given limited but useful
hearing to people who are hearing-impaired, researchers are
hoping that retinal implants
one day may restore vision to
the blind.
Bionic-vision research has
been ongoing for decades but
only in recent years has the
tecbnology taken off. At least six
teams of scientists around the
world have done or are planning
tests on people, and at least 23
devices are under development,
the journal Science reported
last year.
Some devices involve elaborate gadgetry, such as cameras
mounted on eyeglasses or even
implanted in the eye.
The microchip under study
at the University of Missouri
takes a simpler approach. The
chip, produced by Optobionics
Corp. in Napervillc, 111., is just
two millimeters in diameter,
about the size of a nail head. It
works on its own to boost the

Caffeine may not be as harmful
to pregnant women, study says
" ... We can drink

By Judy Peres
MCT

coffee during pregCHICAGO — Pregnant coffee drinkers take heart: A new
study provides evidence that
moderate caffeine intake will
not cause a baby to be born
early or underweight.
Doctors still agree it's probably not a good idea to have 10
grande lattes a day. But with
the new data, "you're essentially telling women. 'Don't
worry about it.' We can drink
coffee during pregnancy
and not have problems," said
Dr. Marilynn Frederiksen,
a maternal fetal medicine
specialist at Northwestern
Memorial Hospital.
Although fears that caffeine

nancy and not have
problems."
Dr. Marrilynn Frederiksen

could lead to birth defects and
miscarriage have largely been
allayed in recent years, questions remained about whether it might be linked to birth
weight and premature birth.
The latest study, reported
last Thursday in the online
version of the British Medical
Journal, is the first to attempt
a controlled, randomized trial
— the gold standard of medical
investigation.

Ethnic vegetables become
increasing popular in the U.S.
By Jan.! Frankfton Lorin

"When we first

The Associated Press

MIKE RANSDELL

AP PHOTO

LET THERE BE SIGHT: Kristina Narfstrom. a professor ol Veterinary Ophthalmology at
the University of Missouri-Columbia Veterinary Medical Teaching Hospital, inserted a microchip in the right eye of Ginger Snap to restore the cat's sight in Columbia. Missouri. January
19,2007 The research is to develop implants for humans with retinal diseases

effectiveness of retina cells that'
are active.
A healthy retina has receptors
called rods and cones that turn
light into nerve signals. Retinitis
pigmentosa, which affects
about one in every 4,000 people
in the United States, destroys
the rods and cones, dimming

and destroying vision.
But the disease leaves intact
cells inside the retina that process the signals from rods and
cones. The Optobionics chip
is inserted inside the paperthin retina, where its electrical
impulses can reach the healthy
processing cells.

DETROIT — More than 500 companies have signed agreements
to eliminate potentially unsafe
ingredients in their cosmetic and
body care products, a national
health and environmental coalition said Thursday.
The Campaign for Safe
Cosmetics requires companies
to meet standards, now in place
in Europe, to ban chemicals
linked to birth defects, cancer
and other health problems.
Among those to sign the agreements are the Body Shop and
Bun's Bees manufacturers.
Names of the companies
signing the agreement can be
found at www.safecosmetics.
org/companies/signers.cfm.

started, most
people hadn't ever
heard of it."
John Formisano | Family Farmer

would have consumed in their
home country, now growing in
small quantities in the United
Stales.

"Cilantro is widely used
almost everywhere today," said
John Formisano, whose family
has been farming for nearly a
century. "When we first started, most people hadn't ever
heard of it."
Today, the American public
may not recognize Chinese
eggplant's long, slender purple
shape, or aji dulce — small,
colorful sweet peppers — two
vegetables commonly used in
Asian and I lispanic cooking.

2 Bedrooms. 2 Baths. 2 People

Cosmetic companies to ban use
of potentially harmful chemicals
By Patricia Arnt.tt
MCT

NEW BRUNSWICK, N.I.
— Formisano Farms in South
Jersey began growing ethnic
vegetables more than 20 years
ago, starting with the herb
cilantro,
A staple in several ethnic
cuisines, cilantro has now
become mainstream. It's a key
ingredient in salsa, which has
surpassed ketchup sales, and
now makes up 10 percent of
the farm's income.
The explosion of immigrant populations is fueling
the growth of ethnic vegetables like cilantro and bok
choy, giving farmers new and
potentially more profitable
revenue streams to add to
their American staples of corn,
sweet peppers and tomatoes.
They'll have less competition
for this narrow niche, crops
that an ethnic population

The Web site's home page also
provides consumers with educational materials about cosmetic safety issues.
U.S. women and girls use an
average of 12 personal care products daily including deodorant,
shampoos, hair dyes and moisturizers.
This year, California became
the first slate in the nation to
require manufacturers to disclose ingredients on state
and federal lists of potentially
unsafe chemicals in products.
Oregon, Washington, Maryland
and New York are considering
similar laws.
To look at industry research
of special ingredients, go to the
Cosmetic Industry Review Web
site: www.cir-safety.org.

*29S.OO/mo.
* Fully Furnished
* Dishwasher/ Garbage Disposal
• 24 Hour Maintenance
•On Site Laundry
• NEXT TO CAMPUS...
No Long Shuttle Waits

NOW RENTING FOR FALL 2007*
Field Manor, Ridge Manor Apts.,

Also ask about our rental rates at:
Frazee, Buff,
& 425 E. Court St.
445 E. Wooster
Bowling Green, OH
43402
419.352.0717

i**-*™***
«- ^^ -

Hours:
Mon-Fri 9am 5pm
Saturday 9am 1 pnt

GREENBRIAR, INC.
www.greenbriarrentals.com

Senior PortraitsThis Week!!
Wednesday, Thursday and Friday
Senior Portraits
•

taV:erv

at

Vae Black
in tne W*«*
Union
9atfv-4-30ptn

£tee^.
A free portrait session automatically gets your photo in the
2007 KEY Yearbook Senior Section.
And you'll receive four poses to select prints from, too!
Make an appointment by calling 372-8086.
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Girls fight germs with gel

bookstore!

brought to you by

Fire department
answers to the
call of 11 false
alarms

.

By Tim Enqle
MCT

Between Saturday and Sunday.
II false alarms were responded
to. eight of which were for BG
Residence Halls Only one of the 11
calls was made m the morning.
Harshman was responsible for
th'ee of the calls. Kreisher for two
and Kohl and MacDonald North
each had one call. The alarms were
caused by cleaning and hair care
products, as well as a potentially
faulty smoke detector
Out of the three non-residence
hall alarms for the city, two were
residential The remaining false
alarm was called in by a passer-by
who sighted smoke
The smoke was discovered to be coming from a wood burning heater in the
Muffler Brothers maintenance garage

USG

FALCUTS
From Page 1

From Page 1

"Anything that's
going to help the
campus..."

Super Cuts and Borics, have
barbers that are fresh out of
barber school or coz school.
You know, you just don't know
what you'll end up with when
you get your haircut."
Riedeman believes his barbers are more qualified to
handle trendy haircuts than
other shops are.
"The two other guys in town
areall clip work, you knowand
that's one thing we have going
for us," Riedeman said. "You
know the longer hair is a little
more in style now, obviously
you don't wanna use clippers
on it. I'd feel more comfortable
with our barbers doing work
on it, rather than somebody
who just does clipper work."
Falcuts currently has two

Natalie Olsen | Senator

Advisory Board, said foam
cups from the University are
currently sent to the landfill.
The board was pleased with the

presentation, but hasn't

made any significant steps
toward switching food service
products.
At-large Senator Natalie
Olsen said the presentation did
not sell her on the idea, but she
thinks the board should continue to research what DAW
can offer the University.
"Anything that's going to help
the campus be more environmentally conscious is something to be considered," she
said.
With only four general
assembly meetings left this
year, USG President Bernard
little asked the senate to think
about other issues affecting the
campus this semester, including Bursarables, roll-over dollars, higher education funding
and the downtown shuttle.

EMPTY
From Page 1

isn't bringing in any money
or helping to make Bowling
Green look more attractive as
a city.
"Rent is rent. Somebody is
paying for that building to sit
there vacant," said Ken Taylor,
member of Bowling Green's
City Planning Commissions.
The city doesn't exercise
control over the property
in order to see the building
become occupied.
"It's not good seeing an
empty building, but we're not
going to tell people how to use
their money," Taylor said.
Taylor said that while the
city would like to see the
building get Tilled, the planning commissions doesn't
make it a point to take charge
in that area by seeking out
potential buyers.
"It's not something we
actively pursue. We won't stop
them however if they do want
to come in."
Taylor said the planning
commissions really knows little more than the community
when it comes to what's going
on with vacancies.
"We had heard somebody

Management Inc.

Renting for
2007/2008
Call 353-5800 or
Visit Us Online at
www.meccabg.com
Have a few places
open NOW

HillsdiUApti.
1062FairviewAv*.
1 & 2 bdrm Apts. or 3 bdrm KM nh
Dishwasher & Garbage Disposal
Washer & Dryers (in 2/3 bdrm)
Air Conditioning
Carports & BGSU Bus Shuttle
"Ask about internet discount

1ECCA
Find lay Pike Apts.
111/113 FindlayPk Portage, OH
Large 2 & 3 bdrm Apts.
Efficiency Garage for 1 Vehicle
Starting at $475/mo. * Utilities
Only Moments from B.G.!
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equipmentl down, I can do it
again."
And then there are restaurants.
"Have you seen what they
clean tables with?Thenastiest,
dirtiest rags you've ever seen
in your life." She concedes
that's not true of every eatery.
Still, "If my food touches the
table, I don't eat it, and if my
silverware touches the table, I
ask for clean silverware," said
Vanderhagen, 49, of Merriam.
barbers and two more are
lined up for when business
starts to improve. Riedeman
believes one of the barbers he
has lined up will offer Bowling
Green something new.
"One thing (hat we will offer
that another barbershop won't
offer in town is that we will
have the only black barber in
town," Riedeman said. "Some
guys are different with who
they like getting their haircut
by. That might be one of the
things that brings people in."
Freshman Charles VVhatley
said he has his hair cut by random people, because he hasn't
heard of anywhere good to go
in town.
"I like going to barbershops
and having somebody who
knows how to cut hair, cut my
hair," Whatley said. "If they
had somebody who could do a
good job then I'd probably go
and check it out."

" It's not good seeing
an empty building,
but we're not going
to tell people how to
use their money."
Ken Taylor| Planning Commision

was looking at |Chi Chisl as
another restaurant, but we hear
the same rumors that 90 percent
of people hear."
What is known, is that the
Chi Chi's property is owned by
the Allen Green AA Green realty
branch.
Mark Remeis, who is part of a
group that owns the Greenwood
Center, said the property is the
only vacancy in the center.
According to Remeis, they
are being selective on who does
buy the property, but that's not
the only reason why it's been a
tough spot to sell.
"Bowling Green doesn't meet
the demographic requirements
of many national chains," Remeis
said.
Remeis did mention that
there are two national restaurant
chains currently in negotiation
over the property, but would not
say-which chains.

•FUTURE TEACHERSAre you looking for a
unique and rewarding summer job?
Do you enjoy speaking before audiences?
Are you enthusiastic and animated when you speak?
Do you like amusement parks...roller coasters...
cheeseon-a-stlck...htgh energy people...new friends?
Cedar point is looking for dynamic individuals
to join our Company Training Department in April.
Working in teams, you will be responsible for
training new and returning employees, as well as
classroom preparation and administrative office work.

FJCCA
HeinzsltaApts.
710-652 N. Enterprise
1 & 2 Beed rooms
Washer/Dryer in 2 bdrm
Walking distance to campus!
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The individuals we seek must possess a high level of organizational,
communication (verbal/written), supervisory and time management skills.
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/vfEfcCA
Management Inc.

Stop by the Office

GggarPbiht

at 1045 N. Main St. or
Check Us Out at
www.meccabg.com
for full listing,
prices, & pictures!
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Successful dieter?
Goddess of the hearth
Gift from Santa
Monte _
Motionless
Poker bullet
How tobacco is processed
Novelist Kesey
Least little bit
Vexed continually
Valentino movies, e.g.
Large tropical lizard
Photo copies
Pattern
Huck Finn's craft
Blender
Twice: abbr.
Graph's end?
Wavy-haired dog
Wow!
Logical start?
"Luncheon on the Grass" painter

Math letters
Bladed pole
Hindu honorific
Constituent
Squirrel or rat

6 Creepers
7 Some linemen

..■

ACROSS

28
28
29
31
33
34
36
37
41

B

Religion spin-off
Play about Capote
Brava! Brava!
Robin Hood's MO.
Arctic or Antarctic
Lip-flapping woman
Part of B.A.
Yank
Small branch
Seeing red
Statistician's existence?
That's right
Enjoyed a meal
Way out
Lion's do
Attack from all sides
Is in front
Intellectual elite
Manhandles
Black leopard

Galileo's birthplace
Imperfect
Really, really wanted
Puts forward
Venus and Uranus
Gargoyle
Grief-stricken
Circle segment
Intellectual condition?
Tangled mass
Continental money
Term of tenancy
Franken and Gore
Soon-to-be adults
Blow one's top

43
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50
51
54
55
56
57
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Guitarist Paul
Singer Lame
Fund-raising event
Barack of Illinois
Wild again
News media
Unfurnished
Bond's alma mater
Wk. part
Water in the Seine
Egyptian viper
N.Y.P.D. rank
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Wanted

For Rent

Paying cash for guitars, vintage Star
Wars. Gl Joe's. Transformers, Hot
Wheels, etc. 419-874-9119.

"Rooms $199.00 Mo. • 2 bdrm.
avail. Now low as $399.00 mo. TV.
07-08 Rentals Houses & Apts. going
fast. 1 sem. avail, all next to camus.
S5 Web, close to downtn. Call 419353-0325 9am-9pnvlisting 24/7 316
Merry 3. Updated listing
©cartyrentals.com

Subleaser needed.
Across from campus. Rent negotiable. Call 614-352-8774.

NEWS
Classified Ads

419-372-6977

Subisr needed for 1 bdrm., 1 bath
loft apt. in downtown BG. Very spacious, bright, in quiet bldg. Parking
tag & 1 mo. rent Iree 419-2036763.

'07 - '08 School Year
1,2 & 3 bedroom apts. available.
For more info call 419-354-9740.

Help Wanted

1 bedroom apartment, near campus.
$425 per month -t- utilities included.
Call 352-5882.

'BARTENDING! up to $300'day No
exp. necessary. Training provided.
Call 800-965-6520 ext. 174.

1 bedroom unfurnished. $380 mo. +
electric. Short lease, available Feb.
1. For more info, call 354-9740.

Claaaroam Aloe II
WSOS Community Action Commission, a community based organization focused on the human services
needs of the disadvantaged is seeking qualified individuals to be responsible for assisting classroom
teachers in the operation ol an a.m.
and/or p.m. session in compliance
with national standards for our Bowling Green Center. Required HS diploma or GED with prior experience
working with children, infants and
toddlers. There are several openings. Year Round, Part Time, the
avg. hours vary. 30, 27.5, 25 and 20
hours per week. $7.50/hr. Send resume by February 9. 2007 to:
WSOS CAC. Attn: HR-CA11/BG/
CT, PO Box 590, Fremont OH
43420. Affirmative Action EmployerM/F/Vet/Disab

1 bedroom, as low as $399.00
419-352-0590.

ferns
ih.it divert
again
Individual or group on the basil of racr.
«v color, creed, religion, national origin,
sewal orientation, disability, status as
a veteran, or on the basis ol any other
legally protected status.
The B(i News reserves the right to decline,
discontinue or revile any advertisement
such as those round to be defamatory,
lacking in factual balls, misleading or
false In nature. All advertisements are
subject to editing and approval.

Travel

BAHAMAS SPRING BREAK
CELEBRITY CRUISE from $339!
Includes Meals, Taxes, Exclusive
Parlies w/MTV Celebrities. Cancun,
Acapulco, Nassau, Jamaica From
$599' Panama City & Daytona from
$1691 Organize a group and travel
FREE1 Call SpringBreakTravel.com
at 1-800-293-1443 or visit
www.scringurBaKlraYel.com
use promo code:na55

Personals

CAMPUS POLLYEYES
FOOD AND BEER
SPECIALS DAILY

352-9638
Need a Fundralslng Idea?
Sell Custom Silicone Bracelets
Just $0.24 ea - Resell for $4 - $5!
.vww.circleuracelflls.cam

Earn $2500-1- monthly and more
to type simple ads online.
www.DataAdEntry.com

Female subisr. needed for the Enclave II. $350 mo. Available Now!!!
Feb. rent free!1 Call 419-346-8095.

Snack and Soda Locations
Member of BBB and Chamber
260-347-5840

3 bdm. house. Close to BGSU
Off-street parking, W/D. AC. One-2
bdrm. apt. off street pkg. Close to
BGSU. All avail. Aug. 15, 2007. 419352-4773. 419-601-3225 (cell).
3 bdrm house, 1 block from campus.
W/D. AC. Avail May 07,1 yr lease.

3-4 Bedroom House. $900 month
Avail. May 2007. 640 S. Summit St.

Call 419-308-9905
Apts S Houses 07 -08

419-353-8206

Highland Management
1 & 2 bedroom apartment
2 bedrooms available now
419-354-6036
www.bghighlandmgmt.com
Houses/Apts for 07-08 school year
12 month leases only
S. Smith Contracting, LLC
419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave
Office open 10 - 2 M - F
wvm.bgapariments.coni
Quiet tenants preferred

From Only $485!
On selected floor plans

Catering*

Ground floor ranch
Private entrance
Patio
Spacious kitchen
Pets welcome!

SINCE
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ACCOMMODATIONS
FOR UP TO 350 GUESTS
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VARSITY SQUARE
apartments

419-353-2277>
i

Ivywood Apts. 1 bedroom & studios.
First month tree. Restrictions apply.

419-352-7691
Lg. 2 or. modem townhouse. spiral
staircase, vaulted ceilings.new kitchens & bath, garage, A/C. $700 mo.
Call 419-352-1104.
Male has a furnished room for rent
with freedom of house. $225 mo.
$100 deposit. 419-354-6117.

VAUilTY tOUAM
A!*Jrtl«l«TS

419-353-7715 U&

2 BR DUPLEX. PRIVATE PARKING
& PATIO. CLEAN, QUIET, CLOSE
S560/MO. ♦ UTIL. 419-352-1104.

Basement apt., near campus.
$325/month, utU. inc.
352-5882.

1-2-3 Bedroom Apartments

CT

2 bdrm. apt. 4th St. $490 month *
utilities. Available immediately. & for
fall. Call 419-409-1110.

www.fiterentals.com
Uraku Japanese Restaurant
Now hiring servers and cooks.
419-352-7070.
For Sale

•
•
•
•
•

1 roommate needed now until May.
Campbell Hill $325 mo. + utilities.
260-241-1534

Call 419-897-5997.

SOFTBALL UMPIRES needed this
summer for slow pitch Softball in
BG Earn $18 per game. Contact
itreeger@woh.rr.com for info.

Wanted

(Loving roller coasters and cheeso-on-a-stick is a plus, but not required!!)
If you are interested, please go to www.cadarpolnt.com
and apply for Asst. Company Trainer - #915.
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GERMS: Woman disinfects a phone.
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ATTENTION!

Evergreen Apts.
21SE.PoeRd.
Large 1 or 2 Bedroom
Efficiencies
Laundry on Site
BGSU Bus Route
Only 15 minute walk to campus!

1

'

KANSASCITY, Mo.—CourtneyBash is "obsessed" with antibacterial gel, which she carries
i n her pu rse, her computer bag,
and "every bag I have."
At pizza places, she'll touch
the Parmesan and pepper
shakers only with a napkin,
because "all those kids touch
that, and they probably lick the
top of it." Shaking hands? "I
think it should be outlawed."
Friends and family consider
her a little extreme when it
comes to germ-fighting, '"but
that's just because they're
filthy," said Bash, 32, of Kansas
City, Mo. "Just kidding."
For Kati Vanderhagen, it was
a stay in a grimy hotel 20 years
ago that made her realize "just
how filthy places are." These
days she refuses to drink from
a water fountain, even if she's
extremely thirsty. She tries to
avoid public restrooms. At the
gym, "if I don't like the way
somebody sprayed |a piece of

This past weeltend. the Bowling
Green Fire Department responded
to an unusually high number of calls,
all of which were false alarms

DAW

The Daily Crossword Fix
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MARTEN RENTALS
2 bdrm. apts. on 5th & 7th
Large house on Lehman Ave.
352-3445
Newly remodeled house. 4-5 bdrm.,
2 bath, close to dntown. & campus.
May or Aug. lease. $1500 mo. plus
unities. 419-340-2500.
Winthrop & Summit Terrace Apts
400 E. Napoleon Rd.

419-353-9135
I

